Ex4 to MQ4 Decompiler V40432 The most popular decompilation software on the market, thanks to its intuitive UI and easy-touse capabilities. Decompilers are powerful tools that are used by security professionals, malware analysts, reverse engineers,
hardware manufacturers during product testing phases, etc. It's a must-have tool for most professionals who want to understand
how their products work and what is their code doing under the hood. This obfuscator is specifically designed for Windows
users but works seamlessly with all modern versions of Microsoft Office products (including 2013) by easily extracting the
source code of each document using its built-in OLE automation engine. Essentially, this open-source application is a front-end
for two free decompilation tools: Exe4dot and Docx4j. The former is a command-line tool that creates a series of *.cod files
using Microsoft Visual C++ compilers while the latter is an open source Java library that parses the XML file created by
Exe4dot and converts all embedded macros into Java code. Additionally, this obfuscator is capable of extracting the source code
from most executable files. This feature comes in handy especially when dealing with unknown shellcodes, since it lets you
analyze its behavior without actually executing it on your computer. Moreover, the developers of this software have also
implemented a powerful algorithm that converts all representations of strings into Unicode characters. As a result, you can
easily spot string typos or misuse of code constructs.
The decompiler is an open source software written in Java whose sources are available on Github. Furthermore, this decompiler
combines the functions of two open-source tools: Exe4dot and Docx4j. Its Exe4dot component is based on the code written by
Sebastian Krüger under the MIT license and is distributed as Freeware without any additional conditions attached to it. The
Docx4j component, on the other hand, is an open source Java library that parses the XML file created by Exe4dot and converts
all embedded macros into Java code. Ex4 to Mq4 Decompiler V40432 The decompiler is specially developed for those users
who want to easily extract the source code from most executable files. All they have to do is select the file they need and press
CTRL+S. This open-source application is a front-end for two free decompilation tools: Exe4dot and Docx4j. The former is a
command-line tool that creates a series of *. cod files using Microsoft Visual C++ compilers while the latter is an open source
Java library that parses the XML file created by Exe4dot and converts all embedded macros into Java code. Additionally, this
obfuscator is capable of extracting the source code from most executable files. This feature comes in handy especially when
dealing with unknown shellcodes, since it lets you analyze its behavior without actually executing it on your computer.
Moreover, the developers of this software have also implemented a powerful algorithm that converts all representations of
strings into Unicode characters. As a result, you can easily spot string typos or misuse of code constructs.
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